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INTRODUCTIOK
Numerous investigators have shown through field surveys
and laboratory tests the importance of engineering design
methods in the construction of farm buildings able to with
stand the loads imposed upon them by their own weight, the
weight of snow and stored products, and the action of wind.
These engineering design methods have been directed toward
improving construction procedures and fabrication methods to
make the most efficient and economical use of critically
costly materials and labor while maintaining structural
strength and utility.
The gotMc arch type of rafter construction has become
popular due to its attractive appearance and its self-
supporting nature which leaves a mow space free of obstructing
braces and posts, and has become accepted as a standard
roof-type. The curved shape of the gothic arch is obtained
by forming a laminaued rafter composed either of strips
which are bent to the desired shape making laminations
parallel to the roof slope, or of relatively short boards
which hsve one edge sawed to the desired shape and which are
joined together in overlapping arches to form laminations
perpendicular to the roof slope.
These rafters are form of construction which utilizes
otherwise low-grade materials because they are for^ied of
either long narrow strips or of short lengths of 1" x 3" or
1" X10" material. There is some justification for believing
that the inside larjiinations in the bent rafter could be
composed of short strips if the laminations were adequately-
glued and if the outer fibers were as continuous as possible.
Tests have been made of each of the two methods of
forming laminated rafters, yet no two tests were conducted
linder the same set of c-.^nditlons and comparative studies of
the data are impossible due to the large number of uncon
trolled variables. Opinions differ greatly as to the rela-
tive merits of tne two construction methods.
The study herein reported was conducted under the terms
of a cooperative agreement (2, p. 1) establishing the project
entitled "Selection and Utilization of Materials for Farm
Bu-.lding Construction". Outlined in this agreement are four
objectives toward which the cooperating agencies are -working,
and whicli are, in part;
requirements of farm
loads ' special reference to wind and snow
2. To compile and organize all existing data
a? properties of../s^cto-assemblies... and to make addi-lonal tests necessary to complete such information.
improve fabrication methods and con-
struction procedures.
Differences of opinion among the committee members of
the Midwest Plan Service have shovm the need for more infor
mation on the design and fabrication of curved rafters for
farm construction.
This study was undertaken to make comparative tests of
bent and sawed curved rafters to determine relative efficiexacy
in the use of materials, relative cost of production, and
rel^.;tive strength and stiffness under conditions met in farm
structmres. Different designs of rafter and different
methods of fabrication were studied to provide information
indicating most desirable types for use in on-the-farm con
struction and to provide a basis for possible future work
ending in actual plans based on engineering knowledge.
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RSVIEv; OF LITERATURE
The use of gothic arches in farm building construction
and the use of glue in the fabrication of these arches have
become prevalent in recent years, especially on a commercial
scale. Several workers report the increase in stiffness and
ultimate strength obtained by gluing, rather than nailing,
the component members of the rafters.
From tests of 10* gage lengths of laminated rafter sec
tions by applying a concentrated load to the center of the
member, Giese and Anderson (3) found that a glued rafter of
five 1" X strips laminated and bolted was 2.6 times as
stiff as an unglued specimen of the same type. They also
found that a glued rafter (not bolted) of five 1" x h" strips
was 3*5 times as stiff as an imglued specimen of the same
type.
The xmbroken portions of the above rafter sections were
stored for one year on the concrete floor of an unheated
building, exposing the sections to extreme moisture condi
tions, and were then tested by Giese and Clark {k) who re
ported that the glued-bolted section was 6.20 times as stiff
£S the unglued section of the same type, and the glued (not
bolted) section was ^.6? times as stiff as the unglued
specimen of the same type. The glued sections in both these
and the above tests compared favorably with solid members of
the same cross section.
These two series of tests that stiffness is in
creased by the use of glue in laminated beams, and that
moisture has little effect upon the glued, relative to the
unglued, members. The comparison of the glued laminated
section with the solid section shows that moisture for a
period of one year had little effect upon the vjater-resistant
casein glue.
Further emphasis of the effect of glue in construction
is found in the report by Wilson (1^) of the work on glued
laminated arches at the U. 3. Forest Products Laboratory in
Madison, Wisconsin, As part of an extensive study, samples
were made of beams of both the bent and sawed types of
lamination for farm rafters. Straight bent-type sections
with from four to six laminations were constructed to con
trast the use of nails and glue. The nailed sections were
considerably less stiff and less strong than the glued
members.
Glued bent sections of seven 3A-" ^ 5"i" plies were then
compared with seven ply sawed members made up of pieces
3/^" X X these sawed pieces were not cut to an
arc but were laid out so that the overall radius of curvature
was the same as in the bent types. One of the sawed types
was nailed only and the other nailed £.nd glued. Xhe stiff
ness of the sawed sections was approximately the s,-_me as that
of the "bent sections, but the strength, especially of the
unglued section, was considerably lower.
VJilson also found that lower grade wood can he used for
inner laminations without materially reducing strength.
Martin (6) tested 10'-3" lengths of solid beams, seven
ply commercial rafters and straight laminated glued beams of
six and seven plies, and found that the horizontal shearing
strength of cold v/ater casein glue exceeds that of wood,
glued members with continuous outer tensile laminations had
stiffnesses equal to that of a solid member of the Sgme
dimensions, and that a Joint in the center of the outer ten
sile ply reduced stiffness and reduced strength to 1/3 that
of a member with continuous outer ply.
In his flexual tests on 11'-0" gage lengths of six
types of nailed sawed rafters, using one replication of each
type, Molander (7) found a considerable increase in ultimate
strength v/as evidenced when the tension side of the joints
in the plies were strengthened by the addition of nailed
steel straps. Of the four types tested without steel scraps,
the strongest was adopted for the work herein reported (see
Sawed Sections, Preliminary Tests).
M^ny types of curved rafters have been designed and
recommended for use in farm buildings. Giese and Anderson
t3) selected for their tests the "type of bent rafter most
widely used — one made up of five Ix'-f's laminatedj sometimes
bolted and nailed, sometimes nailed only, and with different
specifications for nailing."
Plan EX,5172 of the Northeast Plan Service specifies a
sawed rafter for barns up to HO' wide composed of three
1" >: 10" X 3'-0" boards with the outer edge sawed to the
desired radius of curvature and fastened V7ith 8d and lOd
nails. The plan also recommends bent rafters of five 1" x
plies, nailed and bolted, for barns up to 30' wide; for 32'
and 3^' wide barns every third rafter must be of the sawed
type.
Plan EX.5683 of the Northeast Plan Service specifies
three 1" x 10" x 6'0" boards cut to an arc and nailed to
gether with eight 8d nails on each si:;e of each Joint,
Plan BG3^X from the University of Wisconsin designates
the use of three plies made up from 1" x 3" x 3'-0" pieces
cut to an '-re in such a way that there is no waste and the
resulting rafter has a uniform depth (see Types U3W8 and
1X308, Final Tests),
Hadlock recommends curved rafters for use 32" on center
made up on two inner plies of 1" x 8" x 6*0" pieces cut to
an arc on the outer edge and two outer plies of
1" X X 8'-0" pieces (9), The whole rafter is nailed to
gether and bolted with bolts every three feet.
8Midwest Flan Wo. 72003 contains details for nailed and
glued bent rafters using plies 25/32" x 1 3A"— seven plies
for 3^*) eight plies for 36' and nine plies for ^0* barns.
Cement coated box nails 9" on center are recommended to clamp
the Casein glue which is applied in a 1" band to one face of
each ply-
A common commercial type of bent glued rafter for farm
barns is composed of seven plies of nominal 1" x 2" strips.
Another commercial rafter which is designed for use in sheds
and itorag- buildings uses two plies of 2" x 10" or 2" x 12"
pieces with the outer edges sawed to an arc 5 ti.ese arches are
spaced four to six feet apart and are fastened with split
ring connectors.
It can be seen that there are several different inter
pretations of the type and strength of rafters re-uired to
fulfill the needs of farm barns, and several methods of
fabrication. Relative strength and economy of the various
types are difficult to measure or determine, and comparative
studies have not been made.
Gates (10) made a broad review of the history of curved
roofs, requirements of barn framing, barn sizes, and wind
pressure distributions. He then analyzed the effects of
dead, snow, and wind loads upon gothic roofs for 3k, 36, and
ho foot wide barns considering mow floor to ridge and sill
to ridge types of construction. He also considered constant
depth and varying depth rafters of the bent type. The
largest moments in the rafters caused by a combination of
dead, snow, end wind loads, wcis fomd to be in the mowfloor
to ridge type, assmiing hinged ends at both the plate and
ridge. This maximizm moment was on the leeward side of the
forty foot wide bs.rn, approximately one third of the way up
the rafter. The maximura horizontal shear in the same mertiber
was psi. An equally large moment was found in the leeward
rafter of the 36' barn, for v/hich a radius of curva
ture was used; the length of the rafter was and was
composed of nine plies of nominal 1" x 2" strips.
These analyses b/ Dates appear to be conservative, for
experience with seven ply commercial rafters has shown them
to be adequate to meet the needs of farm buildings when
properly installed. Dates used an allowable stress of 3000
psi which is somewhat larger than that allowed by the
National Design Specification for Stress-Grade Lumber and
^t^ Fasteni(3) •
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PRELIMINARY :-TuDY
Introduction
Much work has been done in the past by several investi
gators concerning various aspects of the construction of
rafters for a gothic arch barn roof. In reports of this work
many small details have been omitted, resulting in a lack of
information dealing with technique and methods of construc
tion. Many testing methods have been employed with different
gage lengths, types and distributions of loading, and varia
tions of raft&r design. Little information was available on
tests comparing properties of the bent and sawed laminated
rafters. It was therefore decided to make a series of pre
liminary tests on representative types of rafters in order
to provide experience for the investigator, a basis uoon
which to establish specifications for a more complete study,
and some tentative data indicating general quantitative and
Qualitative results that might be ex -ected from future tests.
In order to compare results with ^ome previous work the
general testing procedure was outlined after a series of
tets upon sawed raftir sections conducted by the National
Bureau of Standards for E, G. Molander, Bureau of Plant
Industry, Soils, and Agricultural Engineering, U.S.D.A,,
11
Beltsvllle, Maryland (7)-
Rafter Sections
General specifications
The gage length was 11*-0", measured along the outer
arc of the section.
The loading consisted of two, equal, concentrated
loads, applied radially, so as to decrease the radius of
curvature, through a round steel shaft and a bearing block
^5" from a simple support (Figure 1, 2, 3? iV).
Deflection of the center was measured relative to the
•points of support by recording the movements of the center
and the two ends (Figures 2, 3}
Each section was built from tlrxree 1" x S" x 12% #1
common Douglas Fir boards with no waste except that which was
cut from the sawed pieces in forming the arc.
The average moisture content of the wood used was 3,3^
and the density 33•3 pounds per cubic foot.
The glue used was cold water casein glue.
A frame on which to assemble the rafter sections was
built, with nailing blocks (Figure 1) two feet on centers
ranged along the outer edge of the sections.
The nailing pattern was the same as in rafter Type I of
the National Bureau of Standards tests.
12
4" . 1
REACTION
NAILING BLOCK
11'.O"
TWO EQUAL
LOADS
DIMENSIONS MEASURED
ALONG TOP SURFACE
OF RAFTER.
rO
.'/2 3
NAIL PATTERN
REACTION
LOADING DIAGRAM
Figure 1. Construction details and loading diagram for
rafter sections used in preliminary study.
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Bent-Glued section
This section was of nine plies, each 25/32" thick,
2-5/16" wide, and 12' long. A total of i pound of glue and
1/3 pound of wire nails was used. Figures 2 and 3 show the
"bent-glued section in place before testing. The plies shall
hereinafter be referred to as numbers 1 through 9j starting
with the outer ply.
In constructing the section only one face of each ply
was spread with glue. The first ply was nailed to the
nailing blocks v;ith hd finishing nails and its inner face
coated with glue; the 2nd ply was then nailed to the first
with Vd and 3d common wire nails and coated with glue. Each
successive ply was put in place in turn, being secured with
^d nails and some 3d nails as needed.
Due to the relatively short radius of curvature, the low
moisture content of the wood, the relatively large cross
section of the strips, and the low withdrawal resistance of
common wire nails, the strips were not neld tightly in place
long enough for the glue to set, resulting in poor glue
joints.
14 
Figure 2. Bent-Glued Section in testing frame. 
Figure 3. Loading truss and deflection-measuring 
needle. 
15
Sawed sections
The sawed sections design was that of Rafter Type I of
the National Bureau of Stajidard tests, selected from the
types tested because it withstood the greatest load before
failure, excepting those sections (la and Ila) which were
strengthened with 3/^" x 18" steel straps nailed over the
joints.
Each of the sawed sections was composed of six pieces
1" X 8" X 6'-0", with one edge cut to form the arc of 27'-0"
radius. The pieces were assembled and temporarily held in
place with ^d finishing nails until ready for the final
nailing with 8d nails. The arcs were marked on the pieces and
cut with a 12" combination blade set up about 1" In a table
rip saw.
The 8d nails used in constructing the sawed sections
protruded about one quarter of an inch through the under side
of the section (Figures 5), and had later to be ground off
flush (Figure l8) so that the sections could be inserted into
the testing apparatus.
The three plies of the sawed sections shall hereinafter
be referred to as top, middle, and bottom, as the sections
appear when in place for nailing.
Sawed-Nalled section. The first sawed section construc
ted was copied directly after Type I of the National Bureau of
Standards tests using eight 8d common nails (about 1# for the
16
whole section) on each side of each joint in a pattern as
shovm in Figure 1.
Figures Vthrough 9 show the splitting that occurred
during nailing of this section which was due in part to the
low moisture content and in part to the arrangement of the
nails along the grain of the wood.
Spwed-Mail^rci-Drilled section. In order to determine the
effect of the splitting of the sa^ed-nailed section upon its
strength, another section, identical to the sawed-nailed
section, was formed in which holes v/ere bored Cjf39 drill,
0,0995" in diameter) for each nail to reduce splitting. The
depth of the holes was about 1-1/3", and the nails had to
penetrate unbored wood for about l/V" v/hich caused some
splitting in the bottom ply (Figures 10, 11, 12).
Sawed-Glued section. A third sawed section was construc
ted using glued and nailed joints. The nail pattern was of
four 7d box nails driven from the top, and two 7d box nails
driven later from the bottom because of cup warping in the
bottom pieces. Glue was applied to each face of each member
over the nail pattern to a distance of 7-1/2" to each side
of each joint and over the full depth of the member. About
1/3/A of glue was used.
17
— ; 1- ui
Figure U-, Nailing splits in Sawed-Nailed Section,
Figure 5. Nailing splits in Sawed-Nailed Section.
Figure 6# Nailing splits in Sawed-Nailed Section,
i
Figure 7. Nailing splits in Sawed-Nailed Section,
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Figure 8. Nailing splits in Sawed-Nailed Section.
Figure 9. Nailing splits In Sawed-Nailed Section,
19
D
Figure 10. Nailing split in Sawed-Nailed-Drilled Section,
Figure 11. Unsplit top ply of Sawed-Nailed-Drilled Section.
Figure 12. Nailing split in Sawed-Nailed-Drilled Section.
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Table 1. Load-deflection data
Load in poiiiids
for ll'-O" s
Deflection
ections of curved rafters
in inches
Bent-
^^Glued
^ c t i on
^wed-"
Glued
Sec l:ion
Ss-Wed
Nciz lid
SecGic-n
Sav/ -d-lJailed-
Drllj ed
3io cl L,n
Lo^:d Defl. Load Defl. Load Defl. Load Defl.: Load Defl.
13500
200
hC-0
600
300
1000
1200
ihOOt
1600^
1^20
922
800
600
Woo
600
300
1000
1100
1200
1000
300
600
500
hOO
0.10
0.20
0.26
0.3^
0,kh
O.V9
0.55
0.72
0.72
1,2k
1.22
i.oa
0.79
1.00
1.21
1.hh
1.56
1.71
i.eh
l.h8
1.20
1.05
O.Qh
0.6V
0A5
0.26
0.0^-
0
200
hOO
600
700
800
900
300
700
600
hOO
200
^0
600
800
900
1000
1050
1100
1150
1200
900
600
300
0
300
600
900
1200
1250
1300
1350
itoo
1V50,
1500^
1060
0.00
0.20
0.32
0.^2
0.^7
0.51
0.58
0.52
0.U8
o.ui
0.32
0.22
0.31
0.k2
0.51
0.53
0.62
0.66
0,69
0,71
0.7V
0.60
0.Wj
0.23
0.13
0.28
O.W2
0.58
:'.73
0.76
0.79
0.80
0.85
0.86
0.3?
0.39
0
200
hOO
600
700
720^
750
300
3V3®
760
500
300
100
300
500
700
750
300
825
350
375
900
d90^
900
700
500
200
0
200
500
700
750
800
850
375
900
925
950
lO^-hO
9^0
0.00
0.03
0,1k
0.21
0,28
0.36
0.33
0
200
koo
600
700
750
300
850
900
300
600
koo
200
0
200
1+00
600
800
900
950
1000
1050
1100
800
500
200
0
200
500
800
1100
1150
1200
1250
1300
J. 00;
0.12:
0.22:
O.3I:
0. 3^2
0.39:
0.5-1;
0.^^-:
O.kSi
OAl:
O.3O:
0.21:
0.13:
0.06:
0.17:
0.22:
0.29:
0.W:
0.V8:
0.52:
0.52:
0.57:
0.59:
O.Vl:
0.27:
0.15:
0.08:
0.13:
0.26:
O.Vl:
0.56:
0.58:
0.60:
0.63:
0.66:
,h1390
1260
300
500
200
0
300
600
900
1000
1100
1150
1200
1250
1300
1350
ll+oo
1^25
1W50
1^75
1500
1525
1550
1575, -
1600^ 1.29
I2I+3 1.29
0.70
0.79
0.79
0.52
0.36
0.20
0.11
0,23
0.^0
0.55
0.60
0.67
0.71
0.73
0.76
0.31
0.33
0.89
0.92
0.95
0.96
1.00
1.05
1.09
1.19
200
100
0
OJ.
g
0.33
0.22
0.11
0.19
0.29
0.39
0.^3
0.146
0.50
0.52
0.5W
0.5W
0.5k
0.71
0.67
0.55
0.30
0.16
0.22
0.1h-6
0.66
0.69
0.73
0.77
0.79
0.82
0.39
0.9^+
900
700
500
300
100
0
^Glue failures between 1^00 and 1600 pounds.
^Failure; load reduced to 1^20 pounds.
^Failure; load reduced to 1060 pounds.
Failure;700-800 pounds; load reduced to 720 pounds.
Failure; load reduced to 760 pounds,
I Splitting over right load between 900 and 925 poimds.
©Failure; 925-950 pounds.
Failure; I350-IW00 pounds; load reduced to 1260 pounds.
^Failure at 1600 pounds.
1.0k
0.37
0.71
0.53
0.36
0 • 2^
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Tests
Apparatus
Figures 2, 3? ^nd 1^ show the 510^-^ pound Buffalo Scales
as adapted for these tests. The loads were applied through a
truss (Figures 27 and 23) and the reactions were applied
through inverted "U's" supported "by an I beam passed under
the scale. Steel needles were attached to the supports and
to the center of each section, and deflections were measured
by the movements of these needles relative to sheets of graph
paper supported from the floor. Deflection data were correc
ted to yield figures indicating movement of the center of the
sections relative to the ends. The limit of the apparatus in
deflection was about one and three quarters inches (corrected
value),
An initial load of 100# was used to minimize the effect
of loose Joints in the apparatus.
Table 1 contains the load-deflection data, corrected to
^ero readings, obtained from the tests run on the above-
described sections; Figure 13 contains the curves plotted
from these data and from the data of the test of rafter Type
I of the National Bureau of Stand-rds tests. The following
lettered paragraphs correspond to the letters in parentheses
in the graphs of Figure 13 and Table 1.
_ Bent Glued Section
iSl Foilure
- 1400-1600 LBS
02 04 06 08 10 12
0E.FLCCTI0N (INCHES)
Figure 13a
ly Failure
-700-800 l^7t e
^ -2 Cc o 6 18 10
0-^i.E "ION (INCHES
Figure 13c
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_ Sowed-gljej ection
'V ^oilure
1500 LBS
0 02 04 CC
OEP^EC'iGN •, Nr.HESl
Figure 13b
16
U S Bureau o< S'ondords fpb'
Sawed-riaii«(j drilled seciior-
IL' Failure
1350-14 0 0 LB
> 02 04 0 6 08 10 12 ,4
DEFLtCTlON (INCHES)
Figure 13d
Figure 13. Load-deflection curves for flexural tests of
11 -0 lengths of curved rafter sections.
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Bent-Glued section
a. As ^:he load was being increased from 1^-00 to 1600
pounds there were loud snapping noises which were interpreted
as glue failures.
b. After the load had reached 1600 pounds, and while
the reflections were being recorded, there was another loud
snap to the right of the right load; the load was remeasured
and found to have been reduced to 1^20 pounds. The load was
then increased toward 1800 pounds, but before reaching this
value there was another failure and the load was reduced to
922 pounds. The dotted portion of the curve in Figure 13a
indicates estimated values, as the actual maximum load
r^iached is unknown,
iit the point of maximum deflection (further loading was
impossible as the capacity of the testing equipment for de
flection had been reached) the picture of Figure 15 was
taken to the right of the right load. Separation can be
seen between plies 2 and 3 and between plies k and 5,
Sawed-Glued section
At the points of load application the three plies of the
sawed sections were not of the same depth; small wedges of
wood were inserted between the plies and the bearing plates
to distribute the load as equally as possible among the
2^
Figure Left end of Bent-Glued Section; left support;
deflection-measuring needle and graph paper.
Figure 15. Glue failure between plies 2 and 3, and h and 5
in Bent-Glued Section between right load and
right support.
2?
three jlies (one of the.^e wedges can be seen in the lower
left corner of Figure 17)-
c. Failiire occurred just as the load was being increased
above 1500 pounds; the load was decreased to 1060 pounds.
Failure of the plies at the center of the section dis
rupted the deflection-measuring needle so that deflections
could no longer be measured, and therefore the action of this
section after partial failure could not be determined.
Figures 16 and 17 show the failures which occurred in this
section.
Sawed-Nailed section
On this section the ends of some of the larger splits
which occurred during construction were marked with a pencil
(two such marks are visible toward the right side of Figure
19).
d. Failure occurred while the load was being increased
from 700 to 800 poimds; the load was decreased to 720 pounds,
e. Just as the scale was reaching balance at 350
rounds further failure occurred over the left load (Figure
l3) and the load was reduced from about 8^-3 pounds to 7^0
pounds.
f. As the load was being increased from 900 to 92?
pounds, there was splitting over the right load, and the load
was reduced to 89O pounds. The extent of the splitting is
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Figure 16. Failure in top ply of Sawed-Glued Section to
the left of the left load.
Figure 17. Failure of top ply in the center and of middle
ply over the left load in Sr^wed-Glued Section.
Figure 18, Failure of middle ply over the left load in
Sawed-Nailed Section.
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shown In Figure 19 where the split extends from the upper
right pencil mark to the point marked "990" (which was the un-
corrected load).
g. As the load was being increased from 92? to 950
pounds there was failure of the right end of the center
piece of the middle ply.
Above 950 pounds there was further failure which inter
fered with deflection measurement at the center of the sec
tion. The load was increased to an approximate maximum of
10^-0 pounds, at which load there was further failure of the
centerpiece, middly ply, reducing the load to 9^0 pounds
(Figure 20).
Sawed-Nailed-Drilled section
h. At about 1390 pounds, as the load was being in
creased from 1350 to l^GO pounds, there was failure as shown
in Figure 21 at the joint 18" from the left reaction, and the
load was reduced to 1260 pounds.
i. Figure 22 shows the failure which occurred at I6OO
pounds; splitting can be seen around the knot toward the
right side of the picture, and failure of the middle ply can
be seen over the left load.
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Figure 19. Failure of top ply over the right load in
Sawed-Nailed Section.
Figure 20. Failure of middle ply, center piece, in
Sawed-Nailed Section.
Figure 21. Failure of top ply between left support and
left load in Sawed-Nailed-Drilled Section,
Figure 22. Failure of middle ply over left load and of top
ply in center of Sawed-Nailed-Drilled Section.
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Interpretations and Conclusions
Bent-Glued section
The 1ata from this test indicate that for this section
the proportional limit is at approximately 1^00 pounds load,
0.55 inches deflection; glue failures cause a reduction in
the stiffness of the member evidenced by a decreasing slope
in successive load cycles; the lack of appreciable permanent
set after considerable failure indicates that the individual
plies tend to return to the straight condition once the glue
which maintains the curvature in the member is no longer
fully effective; the areas between the loading and unloading
curves, when not increased by failure, indicate appreciable
hysteresis, or lack of resilience. Since the member failed
by glue rather than wood weakness it is not possible to pre
dict how such a member should perform, for the glued joints
in this member were poor and should have been able to with
stand more stress than the wood from which the member was
const]^ucted.
Sawed-Glued section
The results of this test indicate a proportional limit
higher than the strength of the joints, for failure occurred
before proportionality between load and deflection was lost;
the performance of the section during loading-unloading
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cycles shows excellent resilience; as in the case of the bent
section, the glued joints were poor, due to w-^rped wood, and
therefore the ultimate performance of a well-constructed
member of this type cannot be evaluated.
3awed"Nailed section
The results of this test were undoubtedly strongly
affected by the large amount of splitting that occurred in
the pieces during construction of the section. This section
was copied as closely as possible after the section Type I
used in the Bureau of Standards tests (7); in Figvire 13d the
curve from the data of the Bureau's tests is recorded (with
loads corrected to zero reading); the Bureau found slightly
less initial stiffness than was shown in the test herein
reported, but also found considerably higher proportional
limit and ultimate strength; as the Bureau did not report
loading-unloading cycles, no evaluation of resilience is
possible; the Bureau did not report splitting due to nailing.
The curve in Figure 13c shows rather high hysteresis;
the permanent set after failures indicates, in contrast to
the behavior of the bent section, that there is little ten
dency for the section to regain a straight position; there is
some reduction in stiffness in successive loading-unloading
cycles due to failure of joints and within the pieces of the
member•
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Sawed-Nailed-Drilled section
The data from this test show a great advantage is to be
gained from boring holes for the nails 5 this is undoubtedly due
to the greatly reduced splitting. Initial stiffness was
approximately the same as for the sawed-nailed section, but
the proportional limit before first failure was considerably
higher, as was the ultimate strength. Hystersis was less
than in either the bent-glued or sawed-nailed sections but
was greater than in the 'sawed-glued section. This rafter
section was constructed not as a possible practical design of
laminated curved rafters for farm construction, but as a con
trast to the sawed-nailed section which split badly during
construction and as an indication of the effect of splitting
upon the performance of a sawed curved rafter.
Summary
Due to many conditions which were not necessarily repre
sentative of farm-constructed rafters and to the limited
number of sections tested, complete or final conclusions can
not be drawn from the results of these tests concerning the
relative elastic properties of the various section types.
However, the following conclusions seem tentatively justified:
The variation in stiffness between the different
sections before failure is not very large.
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splitting greatly reduces the strength of a nailed
member.
Joint failures reduce stiffness and increase permanent
set.
Good glue bond, where glue is used, is essential in
developing maximum strength in a member.
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IWEoTTGATION
Introduction
On the basis of the preliminary tests and a review of
the literature and problems dealing with laminated rafter
construction on the farm a series of flexural tests was de
signed to yield information indicating relative merits and
demerits of several types of rafters and methods of fabrica
tion. The experiment was conducted under the guidance of the
lov/a State College Statistics Laboratory so that complete and
valid analyses of the data could be made.
The specifications for the materials, testing technique,
and type designs were in part arbitrary and in part the
result of engineering practice or expediency. The fabrica
tion methods employed were such as could readily be utilized
on the farm, and records of labor and materials were kept to
provide estimates of relative cost.
The primary objective of these tests was not to find
absolute values for the various factors under consideration,
but rather to indicate relative values so that future vork
might be limited to those rafter types which contain the most
desirable combinations of economy, efficiency, and utility.
The tests simulated practical conditions and were based on
3^
Design factors considered to "be within the range of those met
in farm buildings.
Rafter Types
Design - general
To provide Information applicable to farm buildings, the
designs of the rafters to be tested were based on the maximum
moments calculated by Gates (10) (see Review of Literature)
in his analysis of wind and dead loads on gothic arch roofs
for various barn widths. The largest moment he found in a
constant depth rafter was 3195 foot pounds and was in the mow
floor-to-ridge rafter for a VO' barn, the largest barn width
he studied. This large moment was caused by negative wind
pressures on the leeward side of the building.
The rafters for this study were designed on a basis of
3200 foot pounds maximum moment, with loads applied so as to
decrease the radius of curvature. Reference was made to th-r.
N^ational Design Specification for Stress-Grade Lumber and Its
Fastenings (8) for design stresses. For the lumber used, and
for wind loading of glued laminated members, a maximum
flexural stress of 2666 psi. is allowable; nine plies, each
1 5/8" X 25/32", in a bent glued section will approach this
stress when the maximum bending moment within the section is
3200 foot pounds.
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The national Design cificatipn, in presenting stress
values for Coast Region Douglas Fir, states that the
Standard Specifications for Design ^ Fabrication of Struc-
tural Glued Laminated Lumber (13) applies, and this latter
specification states that for a vertical laminated beam (the
•wide face of the laminations parallel to the direction of
loading) allowable stresses shall be as specified in the
Grading Rules (see National Design Specification) for the
grade of the material used. The increased stresses allowable
in bent laminated members are based on the selection of
higiiest ;^rade wood for the outer plies and on the use of con
tinuous outer plies £t points of highest bending moment; no
increase in stresses over those permitted for solid members
is made for the sawed rafter sections. A sawed rafter com
posed of three 1" x 8" plies is j^st slightly larger than
necessary to remain within the allowable stresses (maximum
fiber stress in bending under wind load, 1933 psi.) at 3200
foot pounds moment.
The span length and radius of curvature were both
selected arbitrarily. In flexural tests of members with such
large radii of curvature the members may be considered as
straight beams (^, p. ^99). The curvature factor (from
National Design Specification: 1 - 2000(t/R); where t is
ply thickness5 and R is radius of curvature) for 25/32"
thick plies and 32'-0" radius of curvature is less than
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0.922, "Which is the factor by which allowable stresses are
adjusted for stresses induced in "bending the members during
construction- For small ply thicknesses and large radii the
curvature factor is negligible. The radius used is within
the range recommended for use in large farm buildings, yet
was not used in these tests in connection with any particular
size of roof.
The span length of the sections (2n-'-0") is an even
multiple of both six and eight, the lengths of the sawed
pieces; the gage length (19'-^") 'was the length most adaptable
for use in the testing frame constructed c.t the Agricultural
Engineering Department for studies of structural parts and
assemblies; horizontal shear was not critical for the loads
and sizes of members used; the test sections approached
lengths found in farm buildings.
Classification of rafter types
The following syinbols were adopted for naming the rafter
types (see Glossary for definitions of terms);
B - Bent
U - Sawed type with uniform cross section
V - ^awed type with varying cross section
N - Nailed
G - Glued
2, 3s 7j 9 - Number of plies
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6, 8 - Length of sawed pieces
-1 ... -6 - Replication number
Example: U368-2 represents the second, of six, replications
of a glued three ply rafter composed of 8* pieces sawed so as
to yield a uniform cross section.
Selection of rafter types (see Figure 23 for construction
details)
Bent sections. B7N - nailed, seven ply bent section.
This type was adopted to compare the nailed v^ith the glued
bent laminated rafters.
B7G - glued, seven ply bent section. This type was
adopted because of the large number of seven ply glued bent
laminated rafters now in use in farm buildings.
B9G - glued, nine ply bent section. The design of this
type was based on Gates' work (10) and the National Design
Specifications (8).
Sawed sections. The dimensions of the sawed types met
the design requirements based on Gates' work (10) and the
National Design Specifications (8).
U3N8 - nailed, three ply sawed rafter of uniform cross
section using 8* pieces. This type was an adaptation of Plan
BG3^X from the University of Wisconsin (see Review of
Literature) using an arbitrary nail pattern.
JOINTS AT LEAST
r APART
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FIGURE 23,CONSTRUCTION DETAILS FOR NINE RAFTER TYPES-
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U3G8 - a glued, tliree ply sawed rafter of uniform cross
section using 8* pieces. This type was the same as type
U3N8 above, except that glue was used in each joint and a
different nail pattern was adopted.
TJ3G6 - glued, three ply sawed rafter of uniform cross
section using 6* pieces. This type was the same as Type U3G8
above except for the length of the sawed pieces; it was
adopted to determine the effect of the length of the sawed
piece ( and therefore the number of joints per rafter) upon
the performance of the section.
02G8 - glued, two ply sawed rafter of imiform cross
section using 8* pieces. This type was suggested by
Professor Henry Giese; it consisted of two plies glued to
gether throughout their length with the addition of scab
plates nailed and glued over each joint for reinforcement.
V3W6 - nailed, three ply sawed rafter of varying cross
section using 6* pieces. The design of this type is the same
as that for the sawe':i-nailed type of the Preliminary Study as
outlined on page 15 of this paper.
V3G6 - glued, three ply sawed rafter of varying cross
section using 6' pieces. The design of this type is the same
as that for the sawed-glued type of the Preliminary Study as
outlined on page 16 of this paper.
Table 2 contains a summary of the characteristics of the
nine rafter types.
^0
Table 2. Characteristics of nine rafter types
Characteristic B7N B7G B9G U3N8 U3G8 U3G6 U2G8 V3N6 V3G6
Bent XXX
Sawed, cross section
Uniform x x x x
Varying x x
Glued ty:je.. x x x x x x
Nailed type x x x
Number of plies 779 3 3 3 2 3 3
Length of pieces, ft varying 8 8 6 8 6 6
Pieces, nominal size
Width, inches 2221 1 1 1 1 1
Depth, Inches III8 8 8 8 8 8
Size of nails, penny
Common V ^ 8 8
Box 7 7 7 7 7 7
Nails, lbs,/section.2.2 0.7 O.9 1.^ 0.5 O.7 0.5 1-8 0.7
Bolts/section 2 2 2
Glue, lbs./section.. - 0.6 0.8 - 0.5 0.5 0,7 - 0.5
Vjood, fbm/section.. .28 28 36 ^8 ^8 ^8 35 ^8 ^8
Joint spacing, in* .12 12 12 32 32 2h lf8 2k- 2h
Cross section, in 9 9 11 17 17 17 12 16 16
Section modulus, in-^ 8 o 13 22 22 22 15 16 16
Labor, min., two men
Cut raat'l 11 11 13 10 10 11 7 8 8
Assemble 35 25 35 1? 15 15 1? 19
hi
Construction of Rafter Sections
General specifications
Materials. Wood: #1 common Douglas Fir, 1" x 8" S^S
boards. Average moisture content:
13.2^.
Glue: Cold water casein, mixed according
to manufacturer's specifications.
Nails: ^d, 6d, and 8d common, 7d box.
Dimensions. Span;
Bent sections: strips nominally 1" x 2" in
cross section, varying in length;
actual cross section of strips -
25/32" X 1 5/8".
Uniform sawed sections: pieces nominally
1" X 8" X 6* or 8', cut as shown in
Figure 23; actual cross section -
25/32" X 7i".
Varying sawed sections: pieces nominally
1" X 8" X 6', cut as shown in Figure
23; actual cross section varied along
the length of the piece.
Preparation of lumber
All material was sawed with a five horsepower radial arm
saw using a iW" combination blade.
Bent types. The number of strips of the various lengths
needed was determined and boards selected which would provide
the correct number of strips, Sach board was cut accurately
to 10*-0" or 12'-0" and then ripped into 1 5/8" strips (with
approximately waste in each board) which were stacked in
two groups — one group of clear material for the outer plies
and another group of lower grade material for the inner plies.
The strips were then cut into the short lengths required in
the rafter sections and restacked in random order^ so that
the selection of.a particular strip for a given position in
any rafter section was by chance.
Eleven minutes were required for two men to prepare the
material for a seven ply bent section, and thirteen minutes
for a nine ply section, not including the time required to
randomize the strips. Thus approximately 22 and 26 man-
minutes were required for the seven and nine ply sections,
respectively.
Sawed types. The correct number of boards (6*-0" and
8'-0") was determined and cut accurately to length. A jig
for cutting the arcs was made by gluing end to end with a
scab plate an eight foot and a ten foot length of 1" x 8"
board, and cutting out an arc to 3^ feet radius with a band
^3
saw. This Jig replaced the fence on the radial arm saw and
was used to guide the six and eight feet long boards for
ripping the arcs. The sharp 1^" combination blade success
fully cut the arcs without binding or btirning. Figures 2^ and
25 show a board being cut for a U-type sawed rafter.
The angle required for the radial cut on each end of
each piece (Figure 23) had been determined from the equation
and geometry of a circle. The required niomber of pieces were
then cut in half or into 1/3-2/3 pieces to provide the short
lengths for each end of the middle and top plies. All
pieces were then restacked in random order,
Ten minutes were required for two men to prepare the
material for types U3N8 and U3G8, seven minutes for type
TJ2G8, eleven minutes for type U3G6, and eight minutes for
types V3G6 and V3N6.
Fabrication frame
Figure 26 gives the dimensions of the frame constructed
for fabricating the rafter sections. Figure 28 shows the
frame ready for use, elevated on work bench legs. The radius
to the face of the nailing blocks was made 32*-^" so that the
neutral axis of the rafter sections would have a radius of
curvature more nearly approaching the specification of 32'-0",
Because of possible variation in the relative amounts of
powder and water in the glue mixes, the sections were fabri
cated in random order.
Figure 2^* Radial arm s&vr used in preparation of material
Figure 25. Cutting the arc in a U-typ© piece.
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Figure 28, Fabrication frame,
Figure 29. Glue spreader
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Fabrication, of rafter sections
B2N. The first ply was nailed to the nailing "blocks
with 7d box nails which were clinched over when the section
was removed from the fabrication frame. The second ply was
nailed to the first with ^d nails l8" o.c.; the third ply was
nailed to the second with 6d nails 12" o.c.*, the other plies
were nailed with 8d nails 3" o.c.; the first ply was then
nailed to the others with 8d nails 8" o.c. One 3/8" was
used approximately 6" from each end of the section. The
lengths of the strips in each ply, in feet, were as follows;
1st ply 7-10-7
2nd " 8 - W - 10 - 2
3rd " 9-10-5
hth. " 3-10-10-1
5th " 1-10-10-3
6th " 5-10-9
7th " 6-10-8
The minimum distance between joints was 12"; no joints
occurred in the outer plies between the points of load
application.
The time required for two men to assemble one section
was 35 minutes.
B7G. The first ply was nailed to the nailing blocks
with 7d box nails; the second ply was nailed to the first
with ^d nails l8" o.c.; all other plies were nailed with 7d.
1+8
box nails 12" o.c.; the first ply was then nailed to the
others with 7d box nails 12" o.c. One 3/8" bolt was used
approximately 6" from each end of the sections. Glue was
applied to each strip with a glue applicator (Figure 29)
before being placed in position for nailing; only one face of
each strip was spread with glue. The length of the strips in
each ply was the same as for type B7N above.
The time required for two men to assemble one section
was 25 minutes.
B9G* This type was nailed, bolted, and glued the same
as was type B7G. The lengths of the strips in each ply, in
feet, were as follows:
1st ply 6 - 12 - 6
2nd " - 12 - 8
3rd " 9 - 10 - 5
hth " 10 - 10 - V
5th " 8 - If -• 10 - 2
6th " 1 - 10 - 10 - 3
7th " 3 - 10 - 10 - 1
8 th " 5 - 10 - 9
9 th " 7 - 10 - 7
The minimiim distance between joints was 12"; no joints occur
red in the outer plies between the points of load application,
Thirty-five minutes were required for two men to
assemble one section.
1+9
tQNB. Pieces 1/3 and 2/3 of full length (8*) were used
at the ends of the middle and top plies so that joints would
"be staggered. The arrangement of the different lengths of
pieces in the section was as follows:
top ply 1/3 - f^^ll - tull - 2/3
middle ply 2/3 - full - full - 1/3
bottom ply full - full - full
The pieces were all placed in the fabrication frame and then
nailed together from the top; Figure 23 shows the nail pactern
used for this and the other sawed sections.
Fifteen n'dnutes were required for two men to assemble
one section.
U3G8. The distribution of pieces and joints in this
section was the same as for type U3N8. Glue v;as spread \vith
a brush 3" to each side of each joint on both faces of the
middle ply, and the inside face of the top and bottom plies
£S the pieces were assembled on the fabrication frame: the
pieces were then nailed together from the top.
Fifteen minutes v.'ere required for two men to assemble
one section.
U3G6. This section was made the same as section B3G8
except that 6' rather than 8* pieces were used. It required
fifteen minutes for two men to assemble one section.
U2G8, In this section the two plies were glued together
throughout their length and 16" scab .jlates were nailed and
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glued over the joints, which were four feet apart. In
addition to the nails used at the Joints (Figure 23) four Vd
nails were used between each pair of Joints.
Fifteen minutes were required for two men to assemble
one section.
V3N6. This section t-jas the same as type U3N8 except for
the shape and length of the sawed pieces. Fourteen minutes
v;ere required for two men to assemble one section.
V^G6. This section was the same as type U3G6 except for
the type of the sawed pieces. Nineteen minutes were required
for two men to assemble one section.
Tests
specifications
Figure 27 shows the loading diagram and testing apparatus
used in the flexural tests of the curved rafter sections.
T\';o equal concentrated loads were applied symmetrically
eight fe t apart to a gage length of 19*-V". This loading
system produced a length of rafter with maximum bending
moment that allowed interpretation of failures with respect
to joints, knots, splits, and other wer.knesse:; in the sec
tions. Deflection was measured L:.t the center of the gage
length; the reactions were assumed to be fixed under the
magnitudes of the loads applied.
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Under the loading conditions specified, 1100# was the
approximate load required to produce the design moment of
3200 foot pounds. It was decided that three loading-
unloading cycles should be performed on each section within
the design load, and 1000 psi gage pressure was arbitrarily
established as the upper limit for those cycles. As the area
of the piston in the loading jack was very close to one
square inch the gage pressure and the load applied should
have been equal within the accuracy of the gage measurements.
After the third load cycle was completed, additional load v/as
applied until failure occurred.
Residual deflections at the end of each load cycle and
at the completion of the test were recorded. Time was not
allowed for complete elastic recovery; deflections were
measured when the deflection needle was moving too slowly to
observe. These zero readings were intended to give only
relative values for the three cycles and were not expected
to be a measure of permanent set.
}iysteresis could not be cetermined because calibration
tests on the loading Jack indicated large variations in
friction within the system during unloading cycles.
Apparatus
Figure 27 is a plan view of the testing apparatus;
Figizre 30 is a plan view of the loading system; Figures 3I
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Figure 30* Plan view of loading system.
Figure 31« Detail view of loading system.
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Figure 32. Detail view of loading and deflecticai-
measuring systems.
Figure 33. Detail view of right reaction.
5^
and 32 shov details of the loading system and the deflection
needle attached to the rafter section", Figure 33 shows the
right reaction.
Loads were a;>plied with a hydraulic jack, fixed to the
test frame, and were measured with two pressure gages (1000
psi and 10,000psi capacity) in the hydraulic system of the
jack. The beam through which the loads were applied was
suspended from the top of the testing frame to assure a
minimum of friction between the loading system and rafter
section, and the testing frame and ground.
A strip of graph paper was glued onto a piece of sheet
iron which was hent to fit over a 1" x 2" stick of wood.
The stick was fixed to the testing frame, and the graph
paper adjusted and clamped in place. The movement of a
ne-dle effixed to the center of each rafter section with
reference to the strip of graph paper pro/ided deflection
readings; the reactions were assumed fixed. During the
tests, a given load was applied and the resulting
deflection measured.
Failures
None of the B7N replications failed, as the limit of the
apparatus in deflection was reached "before failure occurred.
Several types of failures were noticed during the tests.
Most failures in the bent sections occurred in the joints,
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indicating a general weakness v/here the outer plies were
butt-jointed due to poor glue bond in the region of a joint.
Figure 3^ shows failure in a seven ply glued member
where joints in three adjacent plies were only one foot
ap£;rt. Poor glue joints, lack of strength in a butt-joint,
and joints too close together contributed to the failure.
Figure 35 shows failure In another seven ply glued
member at the same position as the failure of Figure 3'+-
This failure shows greater glue bond and less failure due to
the joints being too close together; there were no signs of
compression failure.
The nine ply glued section of Figure 36 failed in both
tension and compression with no signs of failure in the
middle ply* The strength of excellent glue bond was offset
by the location of three joints directly over the point of
load application. This member was not one of the B9G
sections•
Figure 37 shows the type of splitting which occurred in
some of the U-type sections during construction. The sawed
pattern for these pieces produces an area at each end where
the grain of a straight grained board will run diagonal
across the corner of the piece, nailing, especially with 8d
common nails, caused splitting at this point.
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Figure 3^. Joint failure in seven ply bent glued section^
Figure 35* Tension failure in seven ply bent glued section*
rrtr*
Figure 36. Flexural failure in nine ply bent glued section.
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Figure 37. Nailing split in U-type sawed section.
Figure 38* Joint failure of nailed, U-type section.
Figure 39* Failure in two ply U-type section.
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Fail-ares in the sawed sections were a combination of
flexure, torsion, shear, and transverse tension. Figures
16-22 indicate typical failures in the V-type sav;ed sections,
Figure 3^ shows failure in a U-type section nailed at the
joints, and Figure 39 shows failure of a two ply U-type
sawed section glued throughout.
Figure hO shows schematic diagrams of load distribution
patterns in sawed sections. The top drawing represents two
boards joined with a bolted" scab plate and under load by LI
and L2. The next three drawings show how a couple Ll-Rl
produces the reactive couple B3-B^ which in turn produces
transverse tension in the scab plate with resulting failure.
Actual force distribution v/ithin the sawed members is
complicated by the relatively close joints, three plies
rather than one ply vjith scab plate as illustrated in Figure
^0, and the interaction of the members of each ply- Where
nail patterns replace the bolts of Figure ^0 the loads are
distributed to some extent, but failures indicate that dis
tribution is not adequate to reduce transverse tension below
critical values.
Glued joints distribute the loads over a larger area
and therefore reduce the concentration of stresses. Failure
of glued joints showed many splits parallel to the grain
rather than one major split as shown in Figure 38.
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BOLTED JOINTS
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GLUED THROUGHOUT
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FIGURE ho. SCHEMATIC DIAGRAMS OF LOAD DISTRIBUTION
PATTERNS IN SAWED RAFTERS.
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It can be seen that as the members of Figure Vo bend,
torsion will occur in the Joints, producing shearing forces
between the plies thereby tearing apart nailed or glued
joints.
The last drawing illustrates the pressure distribution
which might occur in members with the plies glued throughout.
In the diagram one ply is indicated as transferring all
the load from one member to the other at the Joint, while in
the sawed sections there were two plies, or one ply and a
scab plate. The tJ-type section in which two plies were
glued throughout the length of the member acted more like a
homogeneous beam in flexure than did the other sawed sections
because the distribution of forces at the Joints was over a
larger area than in the other sections, and there was more
complete Joining of the plies.
Analysis of -^ata
Replications
After the types of rafters to be tested had been selected
and some preliminary data had been obtained it was estimated
that six rafters of each type should be sufficient to give
the desired sensitivity to the statistical tests which were
to be employed. These preliminary data Indicated that an
extra rafter of type USCrS should be constructed and tested,
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but after all the data had been collected it was decided to
discard one of this type so as to have six of each type and
thus reduce the amount of calculations required in the
analysis. The rafters of type U3G8 were assigned numbers
from one to seven and a table of random numbers used to
select the one to be discarded.
Randomization
In order to minimize the effect of variation within the
lumber used in the construction of the rafters and to sub
stantiate the assumption that the rafters built were random
samples of a large population of similar possible rafters,
the lumber used was randomly assigned. In addition, the
order in which the rafters were constructed was randomized
to minimize the effect of variation between different
b^,tches of glue. Type B7N was designed an:" constructed after
the tests on the other eight types were completed and so is
not considered in the statistical analysis; this does not
effect the results obtained, as type B7N was built to be
compared with type B7G and is so different from it with
respect to stiffness that significance of that difference
may be assumed.
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Statistical analysis of stiffness data
Linear regression (11, chap. 6), For each reading, a
given load was applied and the resulting deflection noted.
Therefore the load was considered the independent variable X,
and the deflection the dependent variable Y.
In order to determine stiffness, the slope of the
load-deflection diagram within the limits of proportionality
between load and deflection, the straight line relationship
of Hooke*s law (5, p.M+^) is assumed. Or:
Yj = A + BXj + 6j ^ (1)
where the subscript "i" refers to the particular point in
question, "A" is the Y-intercept, "B" is the slope of the
assumed straight line, and "e" is the deviation from the
expected value. The following assumptions are made con
cerning this relationship:
1, A and B are unknown parameters.'
2. The are laiown constants.
3- The deviations, e^, are independently
and normally distributed with mean zero
and common variance.
Under these assumptions the best linear unbiased estimates
for A and B are given by the method of least squares which
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results in the fitted line
Y = a + bX (2)
v/here a and b are the estimates for A and B respectivelyj and
"b" is called the sample regression coefficient.
Below is a table of the estimated Y-intercepts, "a", and
regression coefficients, "b", as computed for the first load
cycle of each rafter from the following equations;
a = 7 - b)? , (3)
b = S,y / S^2 • (If)
where X is the observed load in lbs.
1 is the observed deflection in 1/10 Inches
X is the average observed load
y is the average observed deflection
n is the number of observations
Sx^ - SX^ - (SX)^/n
Sy^ s SY^ - (sy)^/n
Sxy = S(aT) - (SX)(3Y)/n
Comparison of mean regression coefficients (11, chap.
10). In order to compare the mean regression coefficients of
the several types, the analysis of variance was employed to
determine whether or not there were significant differences
6V
Table 3. Values of "a" (0.1 in.) and "b" (in./lO lbs.)
Replication
Type i 2 3 ^ Average
'^^ \:-17.31:-3.06l:-l6.36:-25.26:-lV.90:+^.^12;: a:-12.080
10b: 3,118: 2.238: 3-563: 3-875! 2.73^: 1.825:: b: 0.289
B7G
a;-.1+39 :-1.20 !f-1.616:-.l4'9^ ;-f.0l+7 :-3.232:; a;-0,625
10b:.671M+;.69115:.63'+18:.59529:.60770:.82098:: b: 0.067
B9G
a:<-.773 :-.539 :-.569 :-.0'+2 :-.35l :-.6l6 :: a:-0.232
10b:. 25782:. 27786:. 27998:. 26693:-31789!. 281+35:: b: 0.028
U3N8 ,
a:-6.OO5:-7.231:-6.257:-^.105:-3.W+:-6.1OO: : a:-5.52h
10b:.53018:.65883:.51817:.60273:.51382:.59628:: b: 0.057
U3G8
a: +1.395:+2.701:<-.570 :+.580 :-.2l+l :-.67l+ :: a:+0,722
10b: .18098: .19556: .1989'+: .18938: .19329: .18698:: b: 0.019
•0306
a:-.338 :-,530 :+!+.1+80:-.1+1+0 :+3.9'<-9: +.21^ :: a:+1.2ll+
10b:.20510:.19523:.22778:.15982:.20710:.17392:: b: 0.019
U2G8
a:+l.532: +.1+67 : +.'+'f7 :-.V36 :<-3.109:+ .'+96 :: a:f-0.936
10b: .21+103: .30767: .32589: .21+205: .23258: .2972'+:: b: 0.027
^3N6
a:-l.l+2l+:+l.755:+.91+5 :-l. 372:-l. 582:-2.209: : a:-0.61+8
10b:.26255:.39837:.33195:.3126O:.37312:.2833O:: b: 0.033
V3G6
a:f.623 :-.76l :-.872 :-.876 :-.289 :-.61+7 :: a;-0.1+70
10b:.2173O:.21895:.22I+6I+:.21+913:.26807:.22668:: b: 0.023
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between the mean regression coefficients. The following
assumptions were made;
1. The six rafters of each type are a random sample
from the population of all such rafters of that type vjhich
might have been constructed.
2. The estimated regression coefficients are normally
distributed; this follows from the assumptic^n of normal
deviations in fitting the lines to the observed points.
3- The variance of the "b*s" for each type of rafter
is the s?me for all types.
h. The relationship assumed is that the regression
coefficient for any particular rafter is equal to the mean
coefficient of all the rafters, plus the deviation of the
type of the individual from the overall mean, plus the
deviation of the individual from the mean of its type. Or,
bjj - G + Dj + Gjj (5)
where b^^ is the coefficient of rafter j of type i, Gis the
mean of all b*s, is the variation of type i from the
overall mean, and e^^^ is the deviation of rafter J from the
mean of type i. From assumptions 2 and 3 above, the devia
tions ej^jare normal, have a mean of zero, and have a common
variance.
The hypothesis to be tested is that the deviation,
of the various types from the overall mean is zero, for all
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i, which is the same as saying that the mean regressions of
all the eight types are the same.
Analysis of variance for sample regression coefficients
(11, chaj. 10). In the analysis of variance technique the
total sum of squares of deviations of the individual b values
from the overall mean value is in two parts: the sun-, of
squares of deviations of the type means from the overall
mean, and the sum of squares of deviations of the individual
b values from the type means. These sums of squares will be
referred to, respectively, as the Between Types Sxun of
Squares and the Within Types Sum of Squares. The Analysis
of Variance table follows.
Table U-. Analysis of variance on "b" (type B7N omitted)
Source of Degrees of Sum of Mean
variation freedom squares square
Between types 7 O.OI3V8 0.001926
Within types ho 0.00080 0.00002
Total h? 0.01^28
F.7^hO ~ 0.001926/0.00002 = 96.3
F .01 ("tabular value) = 3.12
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In the table the Mean Square values equal the Sum of
Squares divided by the degrees of freedom. It is the ratio
of the Between Mean Square to the Within Mean Square that is
used as a test statistic. If all the deviations of the type
means from the overall mean are equal to zero, both mean
squares are estimates for the population variance and the
ratio of the means is distributed as F, If the deviations
of the type means from the overall mean are not zero the
expected value of the ratio will be greater than one. To
perform the test we evaluate the ratio and compare it with
the tabular F for 7 and hO degrees of freedom and a signifi
cance level of 0.01. The significance level is the proba
bility of computing a larger value of P than the tabular F,
if the hypothesis being tested is true; it is the probability
of being wrong if the hypothesis is rejected. Since a
value considerably larger than the tabular value for F was
obtained, the hypothesis that the mean regression coefficients
are equal is rejected.
Individual com.oarlsons of regression coefficients (11,
chap. 15). The experiment was designed to test certain
hypotheses about the mean regression coefficients which can
be expressed as linear functions of these coefficients. The
hypothesis in each case is that the given linear function
equal to zero in the population. These linear functions
whose coefficients add to zero have one degree of freedom
is
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each and are referred to as Individual comparisons. The test
in each case consists in finding the sum of squares asso
ciated with the function and dividing it by the Within Mean
Square. These ratios will be distributed as F with one and
forty degrees of freedom if the hypothesis is true. For each
calculated F greater than the tabular value for the given
level of significance the corresponding hypothesis is
rejected and the conclusion drawn that there is a difference
betv;"een the means of the positive and negative elements of
the comparison. Table 5 summarizes the comparisons along
with the appropriate sum of squares and the F value which
results when each comparison is tested to be zero. As in
the analysis of variance, the test. If successful — i.e.,
the calculated F is less than or equal 'co the tabular F —
indicates no significant difference5 if the hypothesis fails
then there is signi^iicant difference between the two means
being compared.
ijince stiffness is equal to the reciprocal of the re
gression coefficient, the comparisons may be directly
applied to stiffness.
In the analysis outlined above the difference between
the mean sample regression coefficients of types U3G6 and
V3G6 is not significant. However, if the individual compari
son is performed using the pooled estimate of variance
obtained from only the data for the two groups involved it is
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Table 5« Summary of comparisons of regression coefficients
Comparison Sum of
No, Characteristic Types squares
1, glued vs . nailed B7N vs. B7G (significance assumed)
2. glued vs . nailed U3N8 vs
V3N6 vs
. U3G8
. V3G6 0.00217 108.3**
3. 7- vs. 9 -ply bent B7G vs. B9G o.oo^5V 227,0**
If. bent vs. 2-ply B9G vs. U2G8 0.0000012 0.06
5. bent vs. glued B9G vs.
B9G vs.
U3G8
V3G6 0.000187 9.3^**
6. bent vs. nailed B9G vs.
B9G vs.
U3N8
V3N6 0.00113 56.5**
7- 2-ply vs . 3-ply U2G8 vs . U3G8 0.00021 10.5**
8. 6 * vs. 8 ' pieces U3G6 vs . U3G8 0,000000H-8 0.02V
9- U- vs. V -type U3G6 vs . V3G6 0.0000V6lf 2.32
'^♦Significant difference at .01 level
found that the estimated variance is so much smaller than
that obtained in the analysis of variance that the difference
becomes significant at the 0.01 level. It was thought advis
able to get individual variance estimates for each compari
son rather than use the analysis of variance technique, but
investigation of the F values and the sample variances shows
that any other conclusion based on these F values would not
be in any way affected; thus the individual variance esti
mate was used on3y for the comparison of U3G6 vs. V3G6, and
based upon it the hypothesis is rejected.
are;
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The mean stiffness values for each type, in lbs/inch,
B7N B7G B9G U3N8 U3G8
3^.52 1^9-25 356.08 175.18 52^.02
U3G6 U2G8 V3N6 V3G6
513-26 36^.30 305.18 ^27.05
The standard deviation (1) for a stiffness value is 37-9
pounds per inch, which means that two thirds of the stiff
nesses of rafters of a particular type v7ould be expected to
lie within the mean value plus or minus the standard error.
This value does not apply to the B7N sections as they were
not included in the analysis.
Results• 1. The difference between the stiffnesses of
the seven ply bent nailed section and the seven ply bent
glued section are so great that there can be no doubt of
statistical significance and that the glued section is more
stiff than the nailed section.
2. Glued sawed rafters are more stiff than nailed sawed
rafters.
3. The nine ply bent rafter is more stiff than the
seven ply bent rafter. The ratio of the mean stiffnesses of
the nine and seven ply types is approximately 3-^- The
theoretical ratio is 2.12; the actual ratio approaches the
one obtained by comparing the nine ply with a six ply member.
This indicates that the breaks in the outer fibers of the
seven ply member have more effect in reducing stiffness and
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may also indicate that points one foot apart are too close
together for the smaller member.
W. There is no significant difference between the
stiffnesses of the nine ply bent rafter and the two ply
Sawed rafter.
5. The sawed glued rafters are more stiff than the
nine ply bent rafter.
6. The bent glued rafter of nine plies is more stiff
than the sawed nailed rafters of three plies.
7. The three ply rafter nailed and glued at the joints
is more stiff than the two ply rafter glued throughout and
with 16" scab plates added at the joints.
8. There is no significant difference in stiffness
between joints 2^" apart in 6* sawed pieces and joints 32"
apart in 8* s^^wed pieces.
9. The uniform cross section type of sawed rafter is
more stiff than the varying type.
Statistical analysis of breaking load data
General. The analysis of variance method as outlined in
the section dealing with the stiffnesses of the sections was
used to determine significant differences between the mean
breaking loads at first major failure. The method used in
making the individual comparisons was the same as that used
in the analysis of the stiffnesses.
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The standard deviation for a breaking load is 231
potinds, which means that two thirds of the breaking loads of
rafters of a particular type would be exjected to lie within
the mean value plus or minus the standard error. This value
is relatively high because of the large variation in
breaking loads within each type of rafter.
Every replication of type B7W reached the limit of the
test apparatus in deflection before failure occurred.
Tables 6, 7? and 8 contain, respectively, the breaking
loads at first major failure, the analysis of variance, and
a summary of the Individual comparisons.
Table 6. Breaking loads at first major failure
Type Replication Average
1 2 3 1+ 6
B7G 615 730 1+77 935 8lfO 719 719.3
B9G 1255 1360 1530 1360 1580 l'f80 IV27.5
U3N8 935 638 lOl+O 81+0 563 - 803.2
U3G8 1^80 1700 1580 - lh80 10^-0 IV56.O
U3G6 1805 1308 1^80 1915 1360 1915 1630.5
0208 1580 1360 1200 2030 11+80 11+65.8
V3H6 1255 730 935 lOltO 888 8lf0 91+3.0
V3G6 1753 1805 1700 l'+80 ll'+5 1360 151+0.5
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Table 7. Analysis of variance on breaking loads
Source of
variation
Degrees of
freedom
Sum of
squares
Mean
square
Between types
Within types
7
38
5,290,010
2,022,1+58
755,715.7
53,222.6
Total 7,312,1+68
V .8 = _755^T,r^^-^'
53,222.6
F (.tabular) = 3-15
F
Table 8. Surnmary of comparisons of breaking loads
Comparison
No. Characteristic
1. glued vs. nailed
Types
U3N8 vs. tJ3G8
V3N6 vs. 7306
2. 7- vs. 9-ply bent B7G vs. B9G
3. bent vs. 2-ply B9G vs. 13'2G8
V. bent vs. glued
5. bent vs. nailed
6. 2-ply vs. 3-ply
7. 6' vs. 8' pieces
3. U- vs. V-type
B9G vs. U3G8
B9G vs. V3G6
B9G vs. U3K8
B9G vs. V3N8
U2G8 vs. U3G8
U3G6 vs. U3G8
U3G6 vs. V3G6
Sum of
squares
1,38
2,113,580 39.71**
1,50^,500 28.26**
l+,it03 0.08
216 0.88
1,15^,503 21.70**
26V 0.005
83,0V6 1.56
2^,300 0,V6
^♦Significant difference at 0.01 level
7^
Results• 1. Sawed rafters with glued joints are
stronger than similar sections v/ith nailed joints.
2. The nine ply bent glued sections are stronger than
the seven ply bent glued sections. The ratio of the mean
breaking loads is almost 2; the theoretical ratio is 1.65.
This indicates that, as in the case of stiffnesses, the
breaks in the outer fibers in the seven ply member are
more effective in reducing strength than the joints in the
deeper member,
3. There is no significant difference between the
breaking strengths of the nine ply bent glued section and
the two ply sawed glued section.
*+. There is no significant difference between the
nine ply bent glued type ^nd the sawed sections with glued
joints.
5. The nine ply bent glued sections are stronger than
the Sawed sections with nailed joints.
6. There is no significant difference between the
three ply sawed sections with glued joints and a two ply
sawed section glued throughout and with scab plates over
the joints.
7. The strength of sawed sections is not significantly
affected by increasing the joint spacing from 2V" to 32",
8. There is no significant difference between the
strength of the two sawed patterns.
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Residual deflection
Accurate analysis of residual deflections is impossible
from the data collected because errors were relatively large
and unpredictable. As was mentioned in the discussion of
the loading apparatus, the hydraulic jack used proved unre
liable for unloading cycles due to varying friction within
the cylinder. For this same reason, the zero readings were
not accurate or comparable because the load on the rafter
when the gages read zero could not be determined, and re
moving the load by pushing in the jack cylinder by hand
would have disrupted the rafter section so as to produce
inaccuracy in all deflection readings.
Another source of error was due to possible variation
in the amount of slack between the section and the loads and
reactions. Each rafter section was put in place and the jack
adjusted until the system was snug; the deflection needle
and graph paper were then set at zero. V/hether some load
was being applied at the zero reading, or whether there was
some slack between the sections and the reactions, could not
be determined. As residual deflections would be dependent
on the amount of movement of the section not due to bending,
errors would be encountered.
The zero readings were taken when visible movement of
the deflection needle had ceased; it may be assumed that at
least some of the sections would have had decreased zero
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readings had more time lapse occurred.
Further difficulty in interpreting the d?ta is due to
failures which occurred before the comjletion of the three
load cycles. Since the magnitudes of the failiu-es, and their
effects on the residual deflections, could not be determined,
the zero readings after failure are worthless.
In spite of these sources of error and uncertainty the
averages of the zero readings for six of the types vary only
.07 inches. Type B7N averaged over four inches, but these
readings were undoubtedly affected by friction v/ithin the
loading jack, for due to the low stiffness of these sections
a small resisting load would result in a high apparent
residual deflection. The sections of types B7G and U3TJ8
failed before completion of the first load c/cle and there
fore no average residual deflection was computed. The zero
readings for the different cycles of each replication in
every case were very nearly the same.
Load cycles
As in the case of residual deflection, failures before
the completion of the three load cycles in many of the rafter
sections greatly reduce the value of the data, as the effect
of the failures upon stiffness cannot be calculated. The
data do show that the stiffness of the second cycle tends to
exceed that of the first cycle which indicates that at some
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point the curve's for the two cycles will converge. This
effect Was also reported by Giese and Clark (h) and is due to
Imperfect resiliency of wood. Due to incomplete data
comparative amounts of change in stiffness due to fatigue
can not be computed.
Labor and materials
Table 9 summ^.^rizes the amount of labor and materials
required for the construction of one 2l+»-0" section of each
type, along with estimated costs. One element of labor
which should be C'jnsidered but which cannot be ex ^ressed in
numbers is the ease of assembly. It was found that it was
easier to spread glue and drive the patterno of seven penny
box nails than to drive eight penny common nails; it was
also easier to construct the sawed sections than the bent
sections. The easiest section to assemble was the U2G8 type
which Was glued throughout and which had scab plates over
the joints. The V-type sections were handier to construct
than the tJ-type sections because the pieces were not
divided.
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Table 9- Summary of data, 2V* curved rafter sections
Item* B7N B7g B9G U3N8 U3G8 U3G6 tJ2G8 V3N6 V3G6
Wood, fbm
cost
28
^.06
28
if.06
36
5-22
^8 ^-8 h8 35 ^8 If8
6.95 6.95 6.95 5.07 6.95 6.95
Nails, lbs
Cost
2.2
.25
0.7
.09
0,9
.11
1.^
.16
0.5
.06
0.7
.09
0.5
.06
1.8 0.7
.21 .09
Glue, lbs
cost —
0.6
.3^
0.8
.^6 —
0.5
.29
0.5
.29
0.7
.ho
— 0.?
-- .29
Bolts, no,
cost
2
.18
2
.18
2
.22
Labor, hrs.
cost
1.53
1.53
1,20
1.20
1.60
1.60
0.83
0.83
0.83
0.83
0.87
0.87
0.73
0.73
0.73 0.90
0.73 0.90
Stiffness,
lbs/in.
% of U2G8*#
35
10
1^9 356
100
52lf
1^-0
513
1^-0
36V
100
305 ^27
8h 117
Breaking load,
lbs
% of 0208*+
— 719
if9
1V28
100
S03
55
1^56
100
1630
100
llf66
100
9^8 I5if0
65 100
Total cost
% of U2G8
6.02
96
5.87
9^
7.61
122
7.9V
127
3,13
130
8.20
131
6.26
100
7.89 8.23
126 131
♦Costs (expressed in dollars) based oiT^'-O" length of
rafter and the following prices: Wood, $;.1^5/foot; box
nails, $.125/lb.; common nails, $.115/Ib.; glue, $.57/lb.5
and labor, :;.1.00/hr.
^♦Percentages are approximate and are based on statisti
cally significant differences of stiffnesses and breaking
loads,
800
600
1400
200
1000
600
400
200 -
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U3G6
V3G6
U3G6
U2G8
V3N6
U3N8
12 3 4
DEFLECTION-INCHES
FIGURE ^1. LOAD DEFLECTION DIAGRAMS FOR BENT AND
SAWED CURVED RAFTERS.
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CONCLUSIONS*
Stiffness, Strength, Cost
Glue versus nails
The seven ply "bent glued type was ^.25 times as stiff
as, but cost slightly less than, the same type nailed only-
The uniform-depth sawed sections with glued joints were
three times as stiff, 1.8 times as strong, and cost slightly
more than the same type v/ith nailed joints.
The varying-depth sawed sections with glued joints were
lA times as stiff, 1,6 times as strong and cost slightly
more than the same type with nailed joints.
Nine-ply bent versus seven-ply bent and two-ply sawed
The nine-ply bent glued type was 3-^ times as stiff and
twice as strong as the seven-ply bent glued sections and
cost 30^ more.
The nine-ply glued bent type cost 20% more than the two-
ply uniform-depth glued sawed section with no significant
*Note: The conclusions will be more easily followed if
reference is made to Figure 23 for construction details,
Figure ^1 for curves showing the load-deflection relation
ships, and to Table 9 for cost, stiffness, and breaking load
data.
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difference in strength or stiffness.
Hine-ply bent versus three-ply sawed
The nine-ply glued bent type was twice as stiff and 1.8
times as strong as the uniform-depth sawed sections with
nailed joints, and cost slightly less. Gluing the joints of
the sawed sections rc:sulted in their being 1-5 times as
stiff as the bent sections, slightly higher in cost, but
with no significant difference in strength.
The nine-ply glued bent type was 1.2 times as stiff and
1.5 times as strong as the varying-depth sawed sections with
nailed joints and cost slightly less. Gluing the joints of
the sawed sections resulted in their being 1.2 times as
stiff as the bent sections, slightly higher in cost, but
with no significant difference in strength.
Uniform-depth versus varying-deoth sawed sections
The three-ply uniform depth sawed sections with glued
joints and 6* pieces were 1.2 times as stiff as the similar
varying-depth sawed sections but were not significantly
different in strength or cost.
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.qiT-fnnt pieces versus eight-foot pieces
There -was no significant difference between the
uniform-depth sawed sections with glued joints using 8'
pieces and the same type using 6* pieces.
Three-ply versus two-ply sawed sections
The three-ply uniform-depth sawed sections with glued
joints were l,h times as stiff as the two-ply uniform-depth
sections which were glued throughout and which had scab
plates glued over the joints; the three ply members cost ^Ofc
more; there was no significant difference between the mean
breaking loads of the two types.
Ease of Fabrication
The two-ply uniform depth type was considered to be the
easiest to assemble. The varying-depth types were easier to
assemble than the uniform-depth types because of the smaller
number of pieces inv-jlved. The sawed sections were easier
to assemble than the bent sections due to the fact that
fewer pieces and nails were required and that the bent strips
h^d to be held in place for nailing. Glued members were
easier to assemble than similar sections which were nailed
only because the application of glue and the driving of
relatively few box nails required less work than the driving
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of many 8d common nails.
Failures
The use of Douglas fir of less than 12% moisture content
results in splitting by the nails, especially when com:"(ion
nails are used.
Joints in bent sections should be spaced fiirther than
twelve inches apart.
Failures indicated that stress concentrations at the
joints caused the sawed sections to act differently from
homogeneous members in flexure-
The two-ply sections glued throughout with scab plates
over the joints, acted more nearly as homogeneous members
than did the three-ply sections nailed or ^^lued at the
joints only.
3^
smmmi
The primary objective of the study reported in this
paper was to compare the elastic properties and relative
efficiencies in the utilization of labor and materials of
several types of "bent and sawed curved rafters for farm
construction.
A preliminary study was made of four curved rafter
sections to provide data and experience upon which the
final investigation could be based.
For the final investigation six 2^'-0" sections of each
of nine types of curved rafter were designed and constructed
to compare the effects of glue and nails; number of plies;
snd length, shape, and fabrication methods for sawed pieces.
The sections were loaded in flexure with two equal, concen
trated, symmetrical loads eight feet apart, and with a gage
length of 19*-^"; and were tested through three cycles from
zero to 935 pounds total load with the last load extended to
failure.
^Statistical analyses were made to compute stiffnesses
and to determine statistically significant differences between
the mean stiffnesses and mean breaking loads. Table 9 con
tains a siammary of labor, cost, material, stiffness, and
breaking load relationships and in Figure ^1 are plotted the
8$
load-deflectlon diagrams for the nine rafter types
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
1. The most efficient types herein reported should be
modified and further studies to provide detailed design
specifications. The types should be adapted to specific
farm building needs and plans prepared which include fabri
cation techniques,
2. Comparison should be made of commercial rafters and
the types herein reported.
3- Roof sections should be built and tested to provide
information on the interaction of rafters when Joined by
roofing members.
h. Further work should be done to determine the most
efficient nail patterns for both the sawed and the bent
types.
5. The use of glue extenders should be investigated,
especially with reference to the fabrication of sawed sec
tions from mplaned lumber,
6, More information on the minimum spacing of joints in
bent sections is needed.
7- Straight cuts could possibly replace arc cuts in the
sawed pieces, especially for rafters of large radii of
curvature.
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8. A study should be made to determine the effect of
spaces between the ends of the sawed pieces; one sawing
operation could be eliminated if radial cuts at the ends of
each piece were not necessary.
i. The most efficient length of scab plate for two ply
sawed members should be determined.
10. Two ply members with scab plates should be con
structed using the V-type sawed pattern.
1.1, Three ply members of both patterns should be glued
throughout and compared in strength and stiffness with two
ply members.
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GLOSSARY
Bent Type of lamination in which the wide face of the
laminations are normal to the load; the curve of
the arch is developed "by bending the laminations.
Glued Type of rafter in which glue is used to hold the
plies together. The nails used in the glued types
are assumed to be effective only as clamps until
the glue sets, and are not considered to carry any
load or shear during testing.
Nailed Type of rafter in which nails only are used to hold
the plies together.
Piece Six or eight foot long segment of which the sawed
sections are composed.
Ply Lamination, considered to extend from one end of
the rafter section to the other and composed of one
or more strips in the bent sections or several
pieces in the sswed sections.
The plies in the bent sections are numbered from 1
to 9 starting with the ply under the roof sheathing.
The plies in the sawed sections are named top,
middle, and bottom, as they appear when in place
for nailing.
Replication One of the six sections of a given type.
Right, Left The observer is considered to be standing at
the center of curvature.
Sawed Type of lamination in which the wide face of the
laminations are parallel to the load; the curve of
the arch is developed by joining several relatively
short pieces end to end.
Scab plate A relatively short board placed over a joint
to carry loads and stresses from one member to the
other.
Section Test length of a full scale rafter.
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Strip 1" X 2" pieces of varying length of which the
plies of the bent section are composed.
Uniform type. Sawed r?-fter design in v/hich the pieces are
arc-shaped v/ith constant depth.
Varying type. Sawed rafter design in v;hich the pieces are
formed by cutting the outer edge to the form of
an arc, the inner edge remaining a straight line;
the depth of the pieces varies along their length,
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510
«15
730
S40
939
436
0
9R
i95
S9t
40?
31C
6 IS
730
93$
435
o.s
3.4
6.0
8.B
14.0
1«.B
19.0
21.T
24.0
17.4
?.?
3.*
6.0
P..6
ii.a
14.0
ie.4
19.4
21.P
24.0
17.5
Q
99
196
295
400
510
616
730
^40
935
2.
0.0
3.0
6.0
9.3
13,0
17.0
19.S
23.0
76.0
$>9.0
J£ii.
ft.e
5.!^
e.B
10.0
13.2
17.0
rn.j
22.4
26.7
pft,5
19.fi
ueoe
4
o.s
3.6
6.9
10.0
13.B
17.1
2ft.B
24.2
27.e
31.0
23.0
5.3
4.9
7.P
ic.e
14.?
17.S
?1.3
?4.6
2fl.l
31.P
23.7
0.0
2.0
4.0
6.P
P.?
IP.O.
14.9
17.2
19.8
P2.0
_1£^
i.e
4.1
7.0
9.0
11.7
14.9
17.1
19.6
2?.0
17.0
0.0
s.o
7,P
9.9
IS.O
14.9
19.e
20.0
r2.4
24.B
ie-0
4.0
«.l
6.9
10.0
12.3
15.0
17.•»
20.4
f2,9
25.0
Ifi.O
0.0
3.6
6.4
9.0
18.3
19.9
1ft.9
28.1
2S.ft
28.2
go.o
2.3
' .9
7.0
9.8
13.0
16.9
19.7
23.0
26.3
pp.9
1?.?
1149
1255
I2cr
uhr.
v-i-o
nv.
1S.15
1515
2030
1.0
3.6
6.7
I'l.O
15.0
16.<»
-'^.0
23.2
?6.?i
29.0
I"-,." J'-.P
3.'.. }•
Zt.> Ai.Ogj
37.:
3ft.3Tt
3.3
4.9
P^.O
if.e
14.0
17.S
ri.o
24.<
P'f-.O
31.S
iftir
41.<J
?*.?
98.9
(1«)J
2.5
4.6
7.2
10.0
13.2
16.S
20.0
23.0
26.S
r9.i>
30.St 36.9
4''.0
49.P
43.0
4P.S1
49.9
94.MCJ
4,^ 3.6 5.ft
Tjrp« T3BB
g ? i.
o.c
0.9
3.9
6.3
9.0
11.7
14.8
17.8
so.s
83.3
llllL
1.9
2.2
9.0
7.3
9,9
12.9
15.3
IP.l
21.-I
P3.4
17.»
1.0
2.8
9.1
7.5
10.0
12.7
IS.4
18.2
21.2
23.9
0.0
9.4
P.O
ll.l
14.1
17.2
20.9
0.0
«.i
10.0
13.3
17.3
ai.«
26.B
31.OJ 24.3
41.0 29.0
4P.3 33.OJ
42.6 26.9
10.7
IP.6
16.8
81.0
26.0
31.0
3«,0
41.7
B.?
7.8
10.3
13.?
16.:
19.9
23.
27.OJ
47.OJ Sfi.P
34.3
56.9 28.2
13.0
16.7
22.0
28.0
34.0
<1.0
48.0
54.9
64.8J
6.f>
P.7
11.2
14,0
IP.O
21."
PS.O
2«.0
33.0
37,5
n.o
1.6
6.0
8.0
11.0
14 .4
17.8
21.0
24.3
PB.R
23.0
0.0
6.0
9.S
13.2
17.3
21.
29.'
30.0
(n)J
31.0
7.5
8.5
9.8
13.0
17.3
2r.8
:'ft.7
4 .n
4.4
7.3
10.0
13.
16.6
19.9
"3.6 30.ri
2P.1 35.0
3".0 39.1
74." .0
4.5
6.5
7."
10.0
13.9
i6.5
PC.5
2< .0
27,7
30.9
TSTSr
31,3
39.9T
l^^.O
r.o
11.0
le.o
ip.^
w '
r7.rt
31.0
7.5.')
41.Ot
44 .OJ
0.0
1.^
3.7
6.0
9.0
12.0
19.0
18.6
21.ej
6.0
6.5
«.5
11.0
14.0
17.3
T'O.o
M .0
'7.0
PS."
ft.C'
9.5
6.:^
9.0
11.6
ir-.i^
jo.n
ri.i
S*,r>
•7.6
J.
0.0
2.0
4
7.1
9.3
11."
14.0
16.
I"*.®*
Pl.'>
isa_
^.0
7.1
ir.f*
I'-.l
16.'i
l".l
ri.n
16.
7.1
O.K
ir.'
K.O
u.y
ie.fi
n.
•^KoTTTTtr - 24.0
3P.0J 27.0 25.7 26.»" 3^.0 ^7."
29,1 - 29.5 - "".5
31.^ 3~,'> 3«;.6 J?.""'?
3?.8 - ^.OJ
3'»,0 35,0 3^.0
"'.I - «1.0J
(1P)J8<''.'^J
Tyti" V306
? 3 i.
0.0
0,9
3,3
6.8
8.0
10.9
13.0
19,0
17,7
10.6
?.3
2.9
3.3
i.O
".2
11.ft
J3.0
15.
17.P
19.7
19.
2,5
2.9
* o
c!o
7.3
I'^.C
13.'>
15.4
17.9
20.0
0,0
0.7
3.4
6,8
B,f>
10.«
13.0
15.^
l".n
ro.i
14.r.
1.7
3.8
6,f.
8.0
11.5
13.5
16.ft
IS.-?
20,5
1' .7
2.4
3.®
6.f
11.?
1' .«
I'.l
20.6
r<,0
1.1
4,0
6.ft
«»,0
11.«
14,1
18.0
19.6
•^.B
17. J
^.5
4.5
C.'*
ii!'^
17.t'
20.3
r^.o
IP."
3,0
3,0
",0
9.7
17.''
0.0
4.'»
8,0
10,9
13.^
IB."
19.7
;»r,5T 1".!
:'7,0 ^0,7
:i.3 16.3
4.''
4.'
C.8
0,5
12.4
15,3
l®.ft
21.7
2'
r"!,"
21.?
3,5
4.'>
7.0
9,»
12.6
It."
l-'.o
?/ ,f.
r-7,4
••".O
1
^.9
9.0
II.0
l".o
IG,1
2.5
3. i
9.1
7.7
T».l
V .•!
17.P
21^. A
1^.6
2.7
2.ft
a.'
fi.S
P.T
13.1
IP.O
13.0 18.0 16.S l^.O 1ft.I P.f ,lft.O "".t '-.ft I'.ft '^.ft
•OTiiS ABD ABBREVIATI018
&o*dai Tlie ooltan taeadad 'toc** p*l* ladlontt* ftbacrrsd TaluM
for loads as Baaaurod ^1th hydraulic gac*'.
Th« ooliscns haadad "load, Iba* IndloRted sdjuatad raluae
and rapraaant aetual total load arpllad to tha naBbar.
Oaflaotloui Kusbers In parsnthaaaa rafar to tha followlnc notaa
and ver« uaad whan • load batvaen tha nora«l iBoraaaata
was saaaurad with Ita raaultant daflaetloa.
Lattara fellDvlnc the deflactlon flt^ur* Indloatt
the tyre af f^lttra whloh oeenrred at that ^olat.
A dash ( - ) in tha daflectloa ooluan Indlostaa an
flaltt«4 readinsi load apyliad but deflectloa not raeerdad,
A Tertical arrow between deflactlon readlaca dmetai
loada net ^plied.
Ysilureai A - Audible al^rna of failure
T - Tensioa failure
J - Joint failure
J - T plua J
a - Slue f^lure
S - T plus <2
C - CoDpreaelon failure
t ' T nlua C :lua C
t - extenaion of rrerlous failure
Uaderlioe - total failure
Lead. 347,8 Itet defl,, 94,7
• 347,9 • • 106.9
• 707.0 • • _
• 916,9 • • -
• 477.0 • • *
• 718.9 • • 58.0
Deflection eseioned loeorreett 7.8 uaad ia ooavutatioas.
Laad,1530.0 Ibat defl., 94,0
I eontinued failure laitll defl., 99.0.
I d«fl., -
• 38.0
• 26.8
• 50,0
I extreae teraion
t defl., 89,0
1480.0
916.5
638.0
562.9
968.5
987,9
1307,9
1200.0
887,9
1781.9
32.0
~yvbelB used In stntletlcAl dntaj
B - niirber of obaerratlona
S - arithmetic s'la
X - ot*aRrTed Tuluee of losd (-ounda)
y - ebaerved Ttiues of deflection (1/lft Inohea)
- aur 3f aquares of derletlon of obaerred load fr^a
aTernjre load
Sjr - guo of aii'jwee of derintl'Mi of obaerred deflection
frotr averB^e deflection
- aur of cross prwlucta of derlntion of obserred load
and deflection
b - refreesion esefflcient
lA - 1/10 of atiffneaa
ft - jr Inlorcert of refresalon line
TyjM B90, Tiret Lo^d Cyel*
1 2 3 4 9 6
B
8X
ST
fly®
S3V
»
ft
I
ax
8T
8t8
Say
b
a
Tsblee of Statietieal Seta
Type BTV, Piret Lead Cycle
J S 3 4 i
4
933
281.7
37956.79
3761.88
11709.06
0.3118
-17.3
8
8019
133.1
111330
908.49
7479,8
0,06714
-.439
4
989
806,2
91518.7S
S&37,34
11538.89
0,2238
-3.1
4
933
267.0
37956,78
4844.76
13381.49
0.S963
•lg'4
3
989
191.0
20000.00
3813,17
7750.00
0.SP79
-85.3
4
989
209.7
91918,79
3916,88
14085,99
0.8734
lyp* B70, Tirst Load Cycle
J 3 4 J_
6
8749
188.9
200437.9
998,79
13853.29
0.069119
'!•«>
3
890
61,3
81016.67
84.53
1332.88
0.063418
♦I'gie
8
4920
866.1
482300
1739,88
28711
0.09953
-.494
7
3885
818,8
328842.86
1203,79
19801.43
0.06077
3
988
120.0
80000.00
669,90
3690.00
0.1828
**»<
6
2733,9
204 ,9
194880.21
1313.59
15949.93
0.082098
-3.282
n 8
sx 4 520
ST 122.7
.sxj; 488300
87^ 320.74
Sxy 124 34 .9
b 0,02978
ft . ♦ .773
8
4520
180.9
482300
372.94
13411
0.02779
«.5P9
8
452C
122.0
482300
378.12
135P3.9
0.02«0
-.569
8
4 520
120,3
482300
343.76
18P*»4
ft.02669
-.042
8
4520
140.8
489390
487.98
15332
0.03179
->gl
8
4520
183.6
488300
390.82
13714
0.09S44
-.616
Type i;3BB, First Load Cvcle
J 3 4 5_
n 8 6 8
SX 4520 2693 4920
St 191.6 131.4 184,2
8x^ 4P2300 197350.83 482300
Sy2 13»1.B6 711,96 1318.16
S*y 2557.3,9 10366.6 24 -PJ.5
b 0.053na 0.06588 0.05182
a .7.231 -6.257
6
274 9
140.8
200437.5
733.23
IPOH
0.06027
-4.105
5
1962.9
84.6
91275
248.05
4735.5
O.OSlfP
-3.<<4
6
2745
127.1
200437,5
•>20,01
11951.75
0.05963
-6.100
Typ« USOS. first Load CyeX*
3 4 5.
sx
8*2
SXJ
k
k. -
6
4970
A(>.&
4»S3(<0
159,Ofl
e7?.0.s
O.OISIO
, tl»g«
e
4580
110.0
462300
IM.SS
9432
0.01996
•2.7Q1
6
4sro
94.ft
402300
191.07
9595
0.019fl9
>.570
8
4520
90,9
482300
175.92
9134
0.01894
*aaQ
4520
65.4
462300
1P0.S«
932?.5
0.01935
8
4520
79.1
462300
i«e.95
9018
0.01670
axS
8y2
Sajr
%
k
2X
%
&r-
V
£
SX
Sj^
sy?
Sxjr
t.
t
Type I'SOC. Flr«t '-snd Cycl®
3 . 4 5.
4 see
PC.O
♦ PTSOC-
rfr.98
CCC12
r.cposi
_ -..'Se
<5:f
ej.e
<P?JCO
9416
o.oipsr
• .*fii
fl e P
4j?o 46"c 45rr
iw.e CP.7
4P?SOO 4?^?^ ^pr^e^r
rs"."* irj.^p 207.04
1C9P6 ""pe
o.o?:'7e (ri.riif.?a o.''?C'7i
.<.4gO -.440 ♦S.P'T.
'.sr?
in.2
*rr5oc
?fc.4e
iiers
C-.C>P41<'
e
4.'£P
ie'?.3
<pr3cic>
35?.ff
lJf63.0
0.0?6r6
Tv-re vrce, Plrit Lead Cyc'.t
? 4 L
6
iMC-
i<r.e
45".-6
I4r3f
♦L'--7 _
F 9 e
45rr- 46rf> <5rr
l^i^.o ir5.9 isn.o
ifjn" <«-?rc 48r3rr>
»ic.r4 rf.f? 'C-.2r
Ifl^.S llc'^4 li:l".5
<^,o?r59 r.r't''-ro c.t:**6
'.'76
T5T« V3B6, yir^T I.ppd Cyelt
4 5
6
7745
119.P
r'C427.9
M9.07
7CS4,"6
'•.P?9'-4
,• • "(1
r67.6
r-M.'4
16?1C
^.P3?ro
AS"©
l.'t'.s
.• 0 ' jr ••
-•7V.P7
1&07C,S
".oJire
447?
IS':.?
iflr45r,9
f27.f-?
16-70.r
?\Te ?7'0€, rirrt lA'd C^cle
B
PC.5
4or!fio
145.94
tJPP
'.01759
fri'
e
49ro
IP-'rr"
4't.?i
1<J36
^ ••
p^
^6.1
:-6847.8C
?61.86
9^51."5
SX
ST,
®*5
Say
b
6 9 7 P
4520 45rr 462" 2r-P5 <5:r
eri 0 94.6 1-5.6 94.1
jp-rrfiri 4ftr3'"0 32584-.86
227.80 ?31.'5 •f .A" ? V.16 r?!:*6
• irweo.5 1056C.0 f*'J4,--6
.'.pri73 c.oricr* r'.iT-'.c ' ci r.-'^c-'^l
♦ .623 ..-61 -.P7? -.8^6 -.fPO ..f47
Type B90, Second l««d Cycle
3 4 2_
n ^
SX 4S20
St 183,7
462300
3y2 309.76
Ssy l?ri9
1/b ?9.*7
e
4S2C
131.0
4e?jnn
358.62
1S148
36.ee
6
4520
128.4
482300
339.JO
l?7fl4.S
37,72
8
4S20
124.4
48230"
537,56
i?75e,s
p
4520
139.9
48F30P
47f.93
lfl48
?i.e4
Type tJ3Bi
2 5
Seccnd Lead Cycle
_4 5
B 7
SX SMS
srr^ 219.'
Sx^ 325842,86
Sy2 753.?3
Sn 19C41.34
lA 20.63
8
4520
259.0
482300
1018.56
f2l4e.5
5
2-^18
168.0
111330
4P*'.08
7?23
IS. 39
5
1962.5
124.9
91278
5^<.23
«7P5,f5
13.45
n 8
SX 4520
8T. 90.4
ax2 482300
Sy^ 151.34
6» 8541.5
lA 54.46
J.
a 7
ax 4229
sr 67,3
ax^ 398985.7
9^ 166.85S 6202.71
B 8
8Z 4520
8T 121.5
8x2 482300
eyB 284.93
to 11719.9
41.15
Type 1/308, SeciMid Lo-.d Cycle
2 3 4 9
8
4920
113.3
482300
174.4
9137.1
52.78
8
4520
98.9
482300
189.98
9966.5
W.42
fl
4520
97
482300
176.94
n?36,5
82.22
8
4520
89.9
48?3no
166.40
8955.0
53,86
Type C306, Second Loed Cvele
3 4 5
8
4520
89.8
482300
161.11
6812,0
94,73
S d
4520 4520
150.9 71.3
482300 482300
233.54 125,13
10606.5 7761,5
ggfM
8
4520
130.4
482300
198,16
9773.0
49.35
"^pe U208, Seoeod Load Cycle
_g 3 4 2.
8
4520
146,4
482300
492.86
14767,9
32.66
8
4520
156.1
482300
«99.]7
15510.0
8
4520
105,4
482300
277,64
11561.0
8
4520
130.2
482300
283.76
11691,0
41.29
8
4fP0
J27.1
4P?2''0
S9P.S9
15854
__2±*£1.
9
2015
12-.S
m230
3?1.*»0
5974,1
18,64
6
462'^
75.4
482300
168.76
89P9,C
53.65
8
4920
84.5
482300
139.26
8194.0
98.86
8
4520
144.2
482300
431.08
14417.0
Type VSM, second l«ad Cyele
3 4 t
SX 4520
8T 112.9
Sx^ 482300
8y2 30c.78
Sw 1204?.9
\A 40.0b
7 6""
J689 2'?49 4fi90 4S?0
r'l?>.9 10".fi l'P.9 192,7
3?5P'i!'.R6 20r«437.5 48930'^
721.24 IPfi.fiP 485.90 76C.81
163?6.f4 €270,0 15957,1POP2.9
PI.26 31.P4 31.61 2?:.27-
n 8
SX 4520
ST 104.J
3*2 4F?30^
8y^ 228,14
&xy 10488.5
^ 45.9r
i
n e
BX 4520
ST 123.9
8*2 482300
fiyS 309.77S 12219.5
„
8X
ST
s.
n 8
SX 4920
ST 90.0
Sifl 482300
ST^ 196.363 8661.5
55»g6
L
TVre V306, Second Lrtnd Cycle
_2 S 4 &-
8
4520
«4.2
4e230'»
2J«,no
in&43.0
45.75
8
4520
98.6
236.33
45.-5
fl
4520
108.6
4P?30'^
297.82
iir-'^.o
p
4920
136.7
48230'^
37<',91
1344C.O
35."7
Type B98.
3
Third L<nad Cvele
4 8
8
4520
132.5
4B2S'^'"'
356.66
13104,5
^6.80
8
4520
129,6
4er'30f>
349.68
12982,5
37.15
8
4620
125.3
482300
340.50
12810.5
37.65
4520
48r3'T
4"4.'4
15124.0
25.^
Tyre U3SB, Third Lead Cj-cle
_2 2 4 §_
e
4520
251.4
482300
10BP.32
22878.0
21.08
5
2019
105.6
111330
380,59
64577.0
17.24
Type U3C8, Third Load Cycle
2 3 i L
6
4520
114.7
482300
193,16
9649
8
4520
97.2
482300
178.24
9S70.5
sg-Qg
8
4520
97.4
482300
181,94
9385.5
51.50
8
4520
P9.1
482300
164.56
8883
54.30
Tspe V?u6, 7?iird ioi'd C\-cle
<520
12f>.2
482300
386,02
13618.5
3S.4 2
8
4520
92,5
4«?30«
26':i.27
lorSA.S
43,91
8
4620
128.4
48230"
384.08
13609,5
35.
6
2745
1»3.7
2(^0437.5
678.69
11654.75
17.PO
6
8
4520
85,8
482300
17e.72
9230
52.25
?y-
9r,c
S' .
4^'•0
11 i.r
•K-.IA
IV.'.5
41-rr
7C?,8
A
62147
8
IM.C
\4
nn-.-.S
49,•>7
8
45P0
84,2
<?'r3n.''
13^.'.
58.°?
?yp* •-•riP, T-ulri L.-r'' Cycle
4 5
j .-•> hT' *** #520 45"o 452"
155." liM.4 154.1 145.4
^"-.49 *04,6" "''ft, 7T,""
14^97.«. 15""^.5 llfs.r' 11094.5 1«3«3,0
^ T> 33.(^4 31.'.6 41. 43.47 33.^9
Tv*"e V3JM. T>ira !,i«nd C^'cle
'• ;* 4 5 6
u 4 fl 8
0* 3:'v5 4f 20 4?r" 4520
ir .e 1^?.5 IJJ.O 2.-';.7 133.1
< 'r^r<o 4'=r3''* •»23"C 4 82300
5"3.^^ 4-J9.1'' .7r'2,73 3^i.l"?
1" 1 " lef"^*'." 1S^"9.'< 1859<r,^ 1S'»76.0
• "h '.'V« IS'"'
nq r,« S-'.-'O r-f-.o* 3P.O0
T'T« Y3(J6, Third Lood C-'cle
1 " 3 4 5 6
n 8 0 6 8
•;fn <520 <.'•20 4f-20 4520 4S?0
1'3.9 94.0 99.'? 11-'.6 138.0 9",®
-^•^2300 48r3'^'*' 48-'30C 482300 4?r'3oo 487300
Sy2
Sx^-
2.7.02 286.76 366,96 348,62
102"".^^ 10677,5 1173^.5 1?J^9,0 10941,0
46-92 4?.17 41.11
